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Senate looks at union fee options and parking
by Linda McGivern
Staff Writer
The proposed Memorial
Union fee stole the show at the
General Student Senate's
Wednesday meeting.
David M. Rand, director of
the Memorial Union_ and
associate dean of Student Activities and Organizations,
spoke to the GSS about the proposed fee and how it would affect University of Maine
students.
"There is some misinformation that exists out there," he
said. "This fee is just one of
several fees being suggested for
the university community."
Rand said payment of student union expenses is usually
shared by the both the institution and the students.
"The college union is right in
the center of the educational experience at UMaine," he said.
According to Rand, over 3
million people visited the union
last year, and 96 percent of
students on campus use the
union.
"There is less than adequate
funds to get the job done."
Rand said. "We have some funding problelns."
David Mitchell, president of
student government, has suggested several ways the administration can ensure student
input into the implementation
of these fees.
(see CSS page 4)

(Gustafson photo)

Wednesday evening's GSS meeting.

Beating stress before it takes over
by Robert Hardy
Staff Writer
The final round of tests and papers at the semester's end
may require more study time but there are methods students
can employ to help them cope with the accompanying stress
and anxiety.
Russell Whitman, staff counselor at the Counseling Center
in Fernald Hall, recommends finding a balance between
relaxing activities and studying.
He dispells the myth that students must study without interruption to succeed. Whitman said students can still take
part in relaxing activities as long as those activities do not
interfere with study periods.
"If you play basketball or watch television for an hour each
day you should still do so, but you should cut down to half
an hour."
Whitman also recommends good time management skills.
It is important, he said, to define precisely what work needs
to be done at exactly which hour.
"It helps students if they can develop a specific, concise,
definite schedule for the whole week. That includes t.v., bedtime, physical activities and studying."
Whitman also suggests evaluating objective goals for each
course.
"Estimate the best grade you can receive in any course and
then try for that grade. If physics is your toughest course,
then go for a D. This allows you to balance hours in terms
of what your aiming for in other courses."
When studying, Whitman recommends utilizing blocks of
25 minutes each. He cited studies which have determined that
the mind is most efficient during the first 25 minutes of
concentration.
"Students should do better studying for 25 minutes, taking a break, then studying again," he said.
He also recommends reviewing the material right before

bed. He said the mind consolidates information during sleep.
Robert Dana, coodinator of substance abuse at the Cutler
Health Center recommends avoiding stimulants at all costs.
"Students tend to use stimulants and other substances to
take off problems and relieve stress or facilitate sleep. These
drugs are inappropriate because they undercut personal
choice and the ability to deal with problems as creative
adults."
Dana said the last three weeks of school define a period
of great stress and worry about grades and going home.
He recommends using individual coping skills such as calling a friend, reading a favorite book, listening to music or
taking a hot shower.
"Any time you:re feeling stressed out, step back and do
something different."
Peter Moisan, director of the University Ambulance Service said there is an increase in runs during the last three
weeks of the semester.
"Statistics show a 15 to 20 percent increase in the amount
of ambulance runs during this time," he said.
He said most problems are stress related such as stomach
pains.
Moisan added that there is also an increase in the suicide
attempt rate at UMaine during the last three weeks of the
semester.
"There have been suicide attempts here but there seems
to be no positive correlation between suicide and finals
Week."
Moisan attributes the suicide attempts to the transition
students make between going home and school.
"Those in a transition state between school and home may
experience enough (stress) to cause problems. Most suicide
attempts occur when students arrive home," he said.
Moisan recommends students spend time talking with people and engaging in relaxation which stimulates greater mental concentration.

Season brings
rash of thefts
by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
Lock your door and stash you; cash.
According to University of Maine police
detective William Laughlin, on-campus
theft is headed for a sharp increase in
December.
"We experienced between a 10 and
15 percent rise in theft from November
to December lass year.
"We tend to catch people who ordinarly wouldn't be stealing, many times
they're trying to steal Christmas presents
for friends," Laughlin said.
UMaine conduct officer William Kennedy agreed that theft becomes much
more of a problem in December than at
any other time during the school year.
"I normally have two or three such
cases a month, but last December I had
II," he said.
Kennedy said that the university police
department sends him their minor theft
cases and the the others are sent to him
by Residential Life when either an RA
or RD chooses not to go through the
university police.
"There really is no dollar amount that
determines whether a student is sent to
athe conduct office or to court."
Laughlin said.
(see THEFT page 21
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Mid-year grads to have ceremony •Theft
by iCelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
Though December graduates give up
the opportunity to wear caps and gowns,
their personalized ceremony makes up
for the loss.
Mid-year graduates of the University
of Maine are being encouraged to take
part in the commencement ceremony at
Hauck Auditorium on Dec. 14, according to Senior Council members.
"It's a lot more personalized and informal the
May grads' ceremony,"
says Kelley Skillin, co-vice president of
the Senior Council.
December graduates who plan to attencrthe ceremony must sign up now in
the Student Government Office. "More
than 80 have signed up already,"
Skillin said.
The graduat4n ceremony will be
preceded by a reception in the Damn

Yankee from 1 p.m. until 1:45 p.m.,
Skillin said.
At that time, the graduates will gather
in the auditorium with family, friends
and more than 40 department and administrative heads, she said.
"The graduates may invite three or
four guests," Skillin said. "There is a
limited amount of printed announcements for invited guests in the
Student Government Office and those
will be handed out on a first-come, firstserve basis."
Robert Joyce, operations manager at
WNHT:TV in New Hampshire will be
the guest speaker and UMaine President
Dale Lick will hand out diplomas.
Following the ceremony, a reception
„catered by Residential Life in the Damn
Yankee will feature hot and cold hors
d'oeuvres, champagne, a cash bar and
entertainment by Pianist Barbara
Keenen.

BLOOM COUNTY

Rehearsal for the graduation
ceremony will be on Dec. 11 at 6:30 p.m.
in Hauck Auditorium, Skillin said.
"Last year there was a lot of confusion with the increased amount of
December grads," Skillin said. "A
rehearsal will alleviate the confusion, so
it's really important that all the grads
go.
After the rehearsal, the Senior Council is sponsoring a mid-year Senior Bash
in the Damn Yankee from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m., said Robert Riley, co-vice president
of the Senior Council.
Music will be provided by The Inspectors and drinks will be available at a cash
bar. A S2 cover charge and positive identification will be required at the door,
Riley said.
"The Bash is open to everybody, not
just the December grads, as long as
they're of age," Riley said.
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"That decision is left up to the arresting officer to make," he said.
Sharon Cole, the manager at the
university's bookstore, said that shoplifting does increase before Christmas
break.
"We have a full-time security person
in the store and a Monitoring system to
deter shoplifters," she said.
"It's not our policy to follow people
around, but we do put some of our staff
members out on the floor just to watch
things," she said.
"I hate to see students make poor
judgments and foolish mistakes by stealing things for Christmas when they have
no money." Kennedy said.
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UMaine students can
look forward to skiing
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
They must endure sub-Arctic temperatures on the way to the caf, hurricane force
winds across the mall, and snow melting in their Bean boots during class.
But University of Maine students can look forward to one consolation of pursuing an education in "vacationland."
The skiing.
There ,are 23 major ski areas in the state, according to Skiing USA magazine.
The Maine Registei '86 records 48 ski areas including cross-country skiing.
College students spend a lot of money at ski resorts, and ski areas often compete to bring in student dollars.
Sugarloaf USA offers discount season passes to students at all colleges in the state.
Killington Mountain in Vermont is sponsoring a week-long Intercollegiate Ski
Fest four times throughout December and January, offering discount rates and
special events for students.
Hermon Mountain offers half-price tickets to UMaine students in the ski club.
Saddleback Mountain offers discount college season passes and is sponsoring
a College Rodeo on Jan. 10 and II.
Squaw Mountain doesn't offer any student discounts but if tickets are purchased in volume they are SI off.

Ski club plans trips

ro

by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer
Although UMaine doesn't have a ski
team, it does have an active ski club with
75-100 members.
The club, which meets weekly, is for
anyone with an interest in skiing,"from
beginners to the best," Chantal Legare
said.
Legare, a member of the club, said it
runs ski trips to Hermon Mountain every
Thursday night and members receive
half-price tickets there.
It is also planning a trip the first week
of March Break to Sugarloaf Mountain,

where members also receive discount
tickets.
Legare said members benefit from the
support of better skiers in the club.
Members also get discount tickets at area
mountains.
"Anyone interested in skiing is
welcome to join the club," Legare
said.
The ski club is having a sell-swap ski
sale Dec. 10-11 in the Memorial Union.
Area ski shops and skiers will be selling
new and used equipment.
Anyone interested in selling equipment can drop it off Tuesday night in the
North Lown Room.
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Friday; December 12
Orchestra, 8 pm.

"The Nutcracker" Ballet w the Bangor Symphony

Saturday, December 13 "The Nutcracker" Ballet w/ the Bangor Symphony
Orchestra at 3 pm, Hutchins Concert Hall(Maine Center for the Arts). Call
581-1755 for info.
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Btesday4 December 16 FOREIGN FILM SERIES "Erendira" Spanish 1983,
7:30 pm, 101 Neville Hall, Spanish Club will be selling cider before the film.
THE SCOOP, DAY BY DAY

Thursday; December 4 Promenade/Mini-mall in the Memorial Union. Merchants from far and near: sweaters, socks, jewlery, rugs, scarves, etc.
Friday; December 5 Exibit in HOLE IN THE WALL "A Seasoning of
Maine", photos by Frank Howd.

kg,
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Friday; December 5
Sutton Lounge.

T.G.I.F. Peter Bouffard and friends (jazz). 12:15 pm,

Friday; December 5
Low') Rooms.

FO'C'SLE, Music, food, and boardgames. 7:30 pm,

LOST AND FOUND Are you missing some mittens,gloves, eyeglasses, car
keys, notebooks, sweaters, scarves, or etc? Check with the Information Center,
open daily from 9 am to 4 pm, or with the building Receptionist in the evenings and on weekends. We have several drawers full.
ANNUAL STUDENT HOLIDAY ART SALE
Thursday and Friday,
December 4 & 5, 8:30 am to 4:30 pm in the FFA Room. Original student artwork: paintings, prints, and unique hand-crafted items.
COMMUTER/NTS/INTERNATIONAL HOLIDAY RECEPTION A holiday reception for students will be held on Thursday, December 11 at 11 am
to 1 pm in the Coe Lounge, Memorial Union. Join Commuter/NTS Services
and the International Office for refreshments and holiday music.

VICE
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Saturday; December 6 SEA movie, "Out of Africa- 7 and 9:30 pm, Hauck
Auditorium.
Saturday; December 6 FO'C'SLE, 7:30 pm, Lown Rooms.
Sunday; December 7 FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT video film for young
people, 1:30 pm, Bangor Lounge.
Thesday; December 9 Women in the Curriculum Holiday Party with music
by Joan Wellhauser, Kathy Slack, and Mike Cressey.
Iiednesday, December 10
SANDWICH CINEMA VIDEO. "Risky
Business", 12 noon, Sutton Lounge.

SWAP SHOP/SKI SALE Wednesday,
& Thursday, December l0& 11, 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., N. Lown Room & FFA Room. Lots of new & used equipment Rossignol, Elan, K2, Solomon, Nordica, Marker, Geze and more. Win a free
pair of skis and more.(Bring your gear you want to sell to the N. Lown Room
on Tuesday from 5 to 8 p.m.) Exclusive, Ski Club members only, pre-sale on
Tuesday night 8 - 10 p.m.
DECEMBER BREAK TRIP Note: Mexico: Climbing and Touring Trip has
been postponed until March Break.
WHITE MOUNTAIN WINTER ADVENTURE. Only basic summer skills
are needed, and Maine Bound will teach you winter skills. Call 1794 for more
information or stop in at Maine Bound Office, ground floor of the Union.

Thursday, December 11 Commuter/NTS/International Holiday Reception
II am - I pm, Coe Lounge.
Friday; December 12 FO'C'SLE Holiday Party with many musicians - all
evening long. Drop in at any time. 7:30 pm, Lown Rooms.

WATCH THIS SPACE EVERY THURSDAY FOR 'The Scoop'
PROGRAMS AND INFORMATION FROM THE CENTER
FOR STUDENT SERVICES.

"CLIP AND SAVE"
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Many inventors at UMaine
Information about patent licensing
and commercialization are all offered
through the program.

by Melissa Buxton
Staff Writer
One never knows where an inventor
can be found. They are from all walks
of life, a professor, a farmer, or a quiet
person living in a nursing home, said
Philip Dufour, vice president in charge
of public service.
"We had no idea how many inventors
there were in Maine," said Dufour,
"so we decided to hold a workshop in
Augusta to see how much interest there
was about inventions."
He said only 25 inventors were expected but 130 came to the workshop
and most had invented something.
The seminar assisted in giving Maine
inventors information on how to get a
patent, licensing an invention with a
company, and basic knowledge about
marketing and technical feasibility.
The workshop later developed into the
new Center for Innovation and Entrepreneurship at the University of
Maine.
"The center, approved by the UMaine
Board of Trustees on July 21, is design, ed to encourage the development of new
businesses and expansion of existing
businesses through the development of
new products resulting from innovation
and inventions from Maine inventors,"
said Dufour.
He said many of these people are
making inventions in their cellars or
garages and have very little experience in
the business aspect or what to do with
an invention after it is developed.
"We are here to make sure these people are put in the right direction," said
Dufour.

Dufour said there are usually six to
twelve people who come into the office
every week, looking for assistance with
their inventions.
There are many people who just think
up these inventions on their own and
many others who also invent things at
the work place, he added.
"You never know where you will find
an inventor," said Ray Noddin,
technical service specialist. They all have
motivation to do something new and
novel and better. It is almost a driving
obsession.
Noddin said new inventions are
brought into the office every day and
there are three or four people on campus who can assist an inventor's needs.
Some inventions which are going
through evaluation with the center include a warp tension meter, which
measures the tow cable fishermen use in
their nets, a new way to identify
gemstones, and slip knot varnish
without sand.
Richard Hill, mechanical engineering
professor, invented a wood-fired boiler
which has been licensed to several firms
and thousands of the boilers have been
built.
These inventions will probably go
through but the actual number of inventions that actually become profitable
prolfucts for a company is quite
small'," said Dufour.
If we get one out of 100, that is doing quite well," he added.

•GSS

(continued from page 1)

"I'd like some hardcore facts from the
administration," Mitchell said. "The
students should have what they deserve
-- a just say in where their money
goes."
Mitchell has suggested to the administration that a student programming board for the union should be set
up.
Since Student Entertainment and Activities was at one time the Memorial
Union programming board, Mitchell
said SEA should be returned to the
union as its programming board if the
proposed fee is passed.
Mitchell said the benefits of this
include:
*SEA will have more resources for
student programming, both financial
and non-financial.
*An already existing board will do the
programming, so there would be
minimal start-up organizational
problems.
•Funds currently going to SEA from
student government would be freed up
for other board and student government
programming.
•Students will benefit by guaranteed
representation in programming from an
already existing board.
*Overlapping of events would be
minimized by having one central programming board which would help coordinate a calendar of events.
Rand said from 1953 to 1966, there
was a mandatory union fee. The fee was
eliminated in 1966 because of a subsequent tuition increase, at which point the
fee was incorporated into tuition costs.
"To the best of my knowledge,"
Rand said,"66 out of 67 chartered land
grant institutions in the country have a
fee."
He said University of New Hampshire
students pay a $137 union fee.
UMaine students would be required to
pay a $15 fee if the proposal passes. Based on an estimate of 8,500 students, this

y

Thurs., Fri., and Sat. Dec. 4-6
Happy Hour 4-7 p.m. upstairs
6-8 p.m. downstairs

worth it.

1 and 2 Bedroom
Apartments
For Rent

PEPJD
DAVID ALEXANDER HJORTH
RESIDENT MANAGER
(207)947-8799

with 'special guest
Friday night
'•

The GSS also discussed the alleged
parking problems on campus and how
to remedy these problems.
Dwight Ridc-out, dean of Student Services, said, "There has never been a time
at the University when th.:re was not
available parking on campus. There
seems to be something psychologically
distasteful about (parking) in the steam
plant lot."
Michael D'Angelo, fraternity senator,
said he heard far more parking stickers
were allotted at the beginning of the year
than there are parking spaces on campus.
A resolution was submitted which
would suggest using funds generated
through parking tickets for additional
parking space and lot upkeep.

Get a checkup. Life

Watering Hole

The Rewinders

In other business, the GSS voted to accept the Executive Budgetary Committee's fall reallocation proposal for the
1986-87 year.
In addition, the results of a financial
audit that amined the student government balance sheet from the 1984-85
budgetary year were presented to the
GSS.
A surplus of about $57,000 was incurred during that fiscal year, and as a
result, $50,000 of this surplus is going
to be included in the current fiscal year
operating budget.
Gail Brochu, vice president of financial affairs, said, "We have some extra
money to work with this year outside of
the activity fee. (It will) be put back into the general fund to be budgeted this
year."

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

A Mexican8L
Restaurant

Live Music!

would generate about $255,000 in
revenue for the Memorial Union.
Rand said there is a demand for the
fee, and the administration has taken the
initiative to look into it.
"We're trying to be forthright and up
front with you," he said. "We would
like to think it would benefit
everyone."

Brewer and Veazie
From $275 to $500
Monthly

"The Little Guy Tries Harder"
DISCOUNTED
BEVERAGE PRICES
6(12 oz bottles
MICHELOB
MICHELOB LIGHT 3.19

BUDWEISER
BUD LIGHT

BUSCH Bar Bottles

BUD Suitcase

(while they last)

8.99

12 12

24(12 oz cans

PLUS TAX AND DEPOSIT ON ALL BEVERAGES

L&A

MARKET

MILL SIRE T — ORONO,MAINE

2 cans

5.69
11.00
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Turmoil continues in Reagan Administration
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's former national security adviser refused Wednesday to give Congress details of the secret sale of weapons
to Iran or the diversion of profits to
Nicaraguan rebels. Vice President
George Bush conceded that the spiraling controversy has harmed the administration, saying; "Clearly mistakes
were made."
Vice Adm. John M. Poindexter
became the second recently-departed administration official to invoke the Fifth
Amendment in declining to answer questions from the Senate Intelligence
Committee.
Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., vice chairman of the committee, vowed that
lawmakers would piece together the facts
"with or without them," and other
committee members said that
unspecified Cabinet secretaries will be
called to the panel's heavily guarded
room to testify.
While Congress continued delving into the most serious cnsis of the Reagan
presidency, there was increasing pressure
for the departun of Donald T. Regan,
the president's powerful chief of staff.
But White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said Regan has no intention of
leaving and said the president "has not
asked him to leave "
Reagan did noi discuss possible staff
changes
when
he
spoke
to
businesswomen in the White House. Instead, he said he hoped the furor would

not undercut support for the Contra
forces fighting the Sandinista government in Nicaragua.
"We cannot let recent events distract
us from the cause of those brave fighters
for freedom around the world," he
said. As his audience applauded, Reagan
said, "Yes, you did just make my
.day."
• Reagan could not have been as pleased with the word he received earlier in
the day from key GOP congressional
leaders. One participant, speaking on
condition he not be identified by name,
said Reagan was advised to seek changes
in his administration.
Outside the White House, Senate
Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas.
said the message to Reagan was this:
" here are going to be more and more
stories. everyday there will be something
new. Some other player will be involved. somebody the president never even
heard of."
Bush's comments came in a speech in
which he said he fully supported
Reagan's decision to make secret arms
sales to Iran. but knew- nothing of the
diversion of profits to the Contra forces.
Reagan also said he knew nothing of the
diversion of funds until Attorney
General Edwin Meese III told him a little more than a week ago.
In voicing strong words of support for
Reagan. Bush added. "There is no denying that our credibility has been
damaged by this entire episode and its
aftermath."

Bush said the shaping of the Iranian
policy involved difficult choices and was
clouded by the way in which the president's goals were executed, "specifically
allegations about certain activities of the
National Security Council staff. Clearly, mistakes were made."
While the administration awaited appointment of an independent council to
investigate the once-secret arms sale to
Iran and the funneling of profits through
a Swiss bank account to Nicaraguan
forces, Senate leaders appeared headed
for creation of a single panel to conduct
its own probe.
But both Sen. Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia, the incoming Democratic

leader, and Rep. Jim Wright of Texas,
who is expected to serve as speaker of
the House in the new Congress, were
reported cool to Reagan's call for a joint
House-Senate committee. The last such
panel was set up 45 years ago, in the
wake of the Japanese surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor.
Until the new Senate panel is
established, the Senate Intelligence Committee is taking the lead in Congress in
digging into the controversy. Poindexter
became the second former administration official to cite his Fifth Amendment
protection against selfincrimination. Lt.
Col. Oliver W. North had done so on
Monday.

US budget for 1988
goes over $1 trillion
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan's Cabinet was presented Wednesday with the first SI trillion spending
outline in history, a fiscal 1988 budget
proposal that the president's chief
economist says will be "accompanied
with a lot of pain."
The pain will come in the form of
more than S50 billion in spending cuts
and other savings designed to meet the

5108 billion deficit target set by the
Gramm-Rudman budget balancing law,
said Beryl Sprinkel, chairman of the
president's Council of Economic
Advisers.
"There is no way to cut back or even
restrain spending that doesn't create problems in the various departments."
Sprinkel told a conference sponsored by
the conservative American Enterprise
Institute.

This holiday season, give your friends
something they'll never forget!

TV
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;500
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CHRISTMAS
PERS NALS
Your special Christmas message is only $.25 per line. The
deadline is noon, Thursday, December 11. Please turn all
personals in to Suite 7A Lord Hall.

11.00

Send in your Christmas Personals today!
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Instant replay troubles
T
he adoption of the instant replay in the National Football League was a move that
should have taken more time before being
enacted.
The instant replay has met with much controversy in its initial season, and it is easy to see why.
The system entails a replay official and two aides
in a press box, accompanied with two VCR's and
two television monitors.
These people are called upon to review a play
only upon "indisputable visual evidence" an error
has been made on a field official's ruling.
According to the public relations office of the
National Football League, out of the 182 games
played thus far through 13 weeks, 32 call reversals
have been made out of the approximate 29,000
plays, with over 300 calls being reviewed closely.
It is evident by these numbers that the replay is
good for the game, serving the purpose of bailing
out the several officials that have at one time or
another "blown" a call.
But there are still a number of rough spots to be
ironed out. The inability to communicate clearly
from the press box to the field officials has cost
atleast one team a victory and in several other
cases has caused rage among many NFL coaches.
During a game between the Los Angeles Raiders
and the Kansas City Chiefs in the fourth week of
the season, a Raider player caught the ball out of
the endzone, but the pass was ruled complete.

After further review by the replay official, he
ruled it "pass incomplete," but in his report to the
field, it was misunderstood that he said "pass complete."

The play stood and the Raiders ended up winning, knocking the Chiefs virtually out of the
playoff picture.
In another game, the microphone failed to function when the press box official wished to overrule
a call, and the "wrong call" stood.
The instant replay is great for the game, but instead of being first initiated in an NFL regular
season, it should have been experimented at a
lower level.
There is too much at stake at the professional
level to have a game decided because a microphone
wasn't working.
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To the editor:

Jessica Lowell

Lunkheads
I have some friends who a few weeks ago
said, "Jessica, how come you never mention us in your column?"
So I thought about it and thought about
it and decided there was no reason for me
at this point not to.
Ode to the Lunkheadr A column.
There are three of them. They live in
Orono. And they' only call me when they
want something.
They come in three sizes: small, medium,
and large. They know who they are.
It all started sometime last fall. It was
during a phone call from the medium
lunkhead when I mentioned in passing that
I was busy making a pie.
"So, hey goodlookin', what are you gonna do with that pie?"
That was the first of many "hey
goodlookin— calls. There was also a variation on a theme: "Got any extra baked
goods around that you don't want?"
Since 1 was in many classes with the large
and medium lunkheads they elected to
study for tests in my apartment. As a result,
I was always out of food. Countless boss
of mac and cheese, hot chocolate, and at
least a dozen loaves of banana bread.
My parents are still wondering who these
people were that were eating me out of
house and home.
The medium lunkhead is the instigator.
He introduced me to the small lunkhead
early one morning last semester. One a.m.
early in the morning. You see, they were
at a party down the street and decided they
wanted food, so in a state of advanced intoxication they pounded on my door. But
the wild carpeting in the hall outside was
too much for the small one, so he excused
himself to run outside and throw up, saying, "I can't go back in there. I'm so embarrassed."
Not so embarrassed, however, that he
-ouldn't come back a month later and demand to know what I was making him for
inner. (I refused to dignify that statement
with any kind of response, except for directions to the door.)
And the large lunkhead actually became
a full-fledged one only quite recently. He
said, "Jessica, your personality has
undergone a change for the worse: You
on't stay home and bake for us
anymore."
And we won't even mention the fact that
the medium one is known to break dishware
and not return albums, a trait which the
large one has also adopted.
Their one redeeming value is that they
adopted the guinea pig that was running
loose in the library, brought it home, and
only scream at it occasionally.
So- what am I doing tonight (Wednesday)? I am making dinner for twothirds of
the "elite" group. Leg of lamb and black
forest oaks. This is no slouch operation.
Why am. I doing this?
Well, you know, I learn by example. They
try to butter me up when rhey want
something (hemmed pants, a haircut, etc.)
so I thought well, I will be moving again...
They'll owe me.
Jessica Lowell made a resolution to stop
being so maternal. It hasn't worked.
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The note on the board said that the class
was canceled and finding this the students
Recently a friend of mine assumed that the paper due that day was
told me a story which had hap- extended to the next class period.
pened to her and the members
My friend who had stayed up the
of her class.
previous night working on the paper gave
My friend went to her a frustrated sigh and returned to her dorm
schedualed class to find a note room to catch up on the sleep she had
written on the board to the class missed.
Upon coming to the class the next period
she was about have.
she found that the note on the board had
been a hoax.
The teacher was upset that valuable class
time had been wasted. So in retribution the
teacher informed the class that all the
papers that were due on that class period
were going to be graded a full letter grade
lower until the person who had written the
note on the board owned up to the joke.
The faculty member who laid down this
punishment should have thought about the
To the editor:
The story "Campus Police situation before laying down the law.
A number of situations come to mind in
Go Undercover" which apwhich the teacher is punishing the innocent
peared in the Dec. 3•issue of
before the guilty.
The Daily Maine Campus conWhat if the person who wrote the note
tained a serious factual error.
had no connection with the class at all.
1 never told your reporter that Class members would be suffering for the
"police under the guise of joke of an unrelated party. Is this fair to
students have been planted in the students of the class?
What if the student who wrote the note
dorms." I am not aware that
had dropped the class beforehand? This
such a practice has ever occurred at the University of Maine. heavy-handed policy would have no effect
on him/her. Why should they come
forward?
Thomas Aceto
If the prankster happened to be a student
Vice President for Student
doing poorly in the course the professor's
and Administrative Services
policy would only help the student, making his/her grade better on the scale.
The professor in this case should have
Editor's note: The staff writer
responsiblefor the article main- taken the brunt of the prank and continued
instead of punishing the innocent students
tains that the statement was
of his/her class.
made by Vice President Aceto
I feel in this case the professor acted out
in the course of a conversation of his/her bounds and should have found
with him. The statement was a better solution to the problem than to
the basis of the story. The staff threaten the class.
writer and The Daily Maine
David A. Waddell
Campus stand by the story as
Milford
written.

Official
denial

College Avenue rough from lack of state help
lo the editor:
This letter is written in
response to Jeff Littlefield's letter concerning the Town of
Orono and the Public Works
Department.
First, let me say that I appreciate Mr. Littlefield's concern with the deteriorating condition of College Avenue That
concern is utmost in the minds
of Orono town officials.
What I do not appreciate is
his comments about the town
and town officials when it is
readily apparent that he has
made no attempt to understand
the problem. Since Mr. Littlefield decided to comment
publicly instead of seeking
answers from town officials, let
me take this opportunity to provide him and other citizens of
Orono with some information
on the reconstruction of College Avenue.
College Avenue is designated
as a Federal Aid Urban (F.A.U.)

highway and is therefore eligible for 80 percent federal funding for resurfacing and
reconstruction projects. The
Town of Orono is responsible
for the remaining 20 percent
funding for that part of College
Avenue within the bo-ndaries
of the town.
The Town of Orono has been
willing and able to do its share
in the reconstruction of College
Avenue for the past few years.
The delays and postponements
have not been caused by the
Town of Orono, but by the
Federal Highway Administration and the Maine Department
of Transportation (M.D.O.T.).
The M.D.O.T. originally informed town officials that College Avenue was scheduled for
reconstruction in 1986. Recently, the town received notification from M.D.O.T. that College
Avenue reconstruction was now
scheduled to be bid in March,
1988 and the earliest reconstruc-

tion could begin was the summer of 1988.
Local officials will be
meeting with M.D.O.T. officials
in the very near future to discuss
the reasons for this delay.
The reconstruction of College Avenue is now estimated to
cost S915,000. The Town of
Orono is prepared to proceed
with its share of the reconstruction of College Avenue, but
have been unable to do so
without the financial assistance
and cooperation of federal and
state highway transportation
Officials.
Regarding Mr. Littlefield's
comments about the Public
Works Department's employees
and operations, I would like to
encourage him in the future to
direct his questions to either the
department head or the town
manager.
Had Mr. Littlefield been
seriously looking for answers to
his questions he might have
contacted one of us. Had he

contacted me, I would have
been able to inform him that
the Town of Orono has a(6)six
man public works crew. The
crew is responsible for minor
construction projects, sewer,
street and sidewalk construction
and maintenance, equipment
and facility maintenance,
cemetary operations and
maintenance,
and
the
maintenance of storm drainage
systems within a (27) twentyseven sqare mile area.
also would have been able
to inform Mr. Littlefield that
the Town of Orono is indeed
fortunate to have skilled and
dedicated Public Works
employees working around the
clock when necessary to keep
the roads in safe driving conditions for the citizens of this fine
community.
Perhaps the next time we are
belted with a heavy snowstorm
in the middle of the night, Mr.

Littlefield might give some consideration to these so-called
"overpaid" and "underworlu^d"
eMployees, who for hours on
end battle the elements, so that
he and the other citizens of this
community can get to school or
work on time in the morning.
In the future, I would encourage Mr. Littlefield and
others to address their questions, concerns, and complaints
to the department head or the
town manager, particularly,
when you have specific instances where you feel that
employees are not performing
their duties in I satisfactory
manner.
With continued cooperation
and assistance 1 can ensure you
that the Town of Orono will
continue to strive for excellence
in all its workplaces.
Bruce A. Locke
Orono Town Manager
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Protection Connection' delivers condoms on campus
AUSTIN, TX.(CPS) — Three enterprising University of Texas students have
started a condom-delivery service in and
around their Austin campus.
Despite the problems another student
condom service encountered at Harvard,
the UT students hope to franchise their
idea — called "The Protection Connection" — to other campuses around the
country.
It is, says partner Christopher Bray,
"the perfect student business."
"Everyone dreams about starting their
own business," adds Sid Graef, who
along with classmate Christian Taylor,
composes the rest of the company.
"Everyone wants that feeling of success."
They're counting on students having
other kinds of dreams, too.
"Everybody's going to be sexually active
at some point, so they may as well be
protected," Graef explains.

So during most evening and .early
morning hours, Protection Connecton
delivers direct to lovers' rooms 6 to 12.
condoms or contraceptive sponges for
prices ranging from S5 to S20.
Bray says the idea arose last month
when one of the partners happened to
mention the Japanese tradition of selling contraceptives door to door. Graef
got enthusiastic enough about the idea
to print flyers and post them around
campus.
Bray says the phone started ringing
within 30 minutes.
The campus Health Center soon
bestowed legitimacy on the firm. "We
pass out their information on venereal
diseases and they distribute our
flyers," Taylor says. "Let the (uninformed) make the jokes. We are a serious
business."
The idea was never accepted at Har-

University dorms, for example, are selling condoms for the first time ever this
fall, but only under the suipulation the
dorms don't promote or advertise their
availability.
Nevertheless, some ideas die hard.
Harvard's Spermbusters may begin
anew.
"We have thought of reviving it,"
Zoroufy says. "We are looking at a few
different ways of making it legal. But,
even legally, I'm sure the university will
not look kindly on it."
If and when the business rises again,
Zoroufy resolves Spermbusters will keep
its motto. "Guaranteed to come before
you do."
But if Zoroufy is serious about making Spermbusters go, he should drop the
slogan, UT's Bray warns. "How could
they be taken seriouly with a slogan like
Aloe of schools are nervous- about- —that? It's absurd. Why would we(joke)
dispensing contraceptives Indiana
and sabotage our own business?"
yard last year, when six freshmen started_
"Spermbusters." It lasted only
"several days," says Darius Zoroufy,
one,of the student backers of the Harvard experiment.
"It was deemed to be in bad taste
unofficially by the school administrators," Zoroufy says. "It was
something they didn't want operating on
campus."
Harvard prohibits students from
operating businesses out of dorm rooms,
a spokeswoman at the Dean of Students'
office says. She declined further comment on the subject, saying it would be
inappropriate."
"Yeah, there is a rule about that."
loroufy admits. "We decided it wasn't
worth it to risk (disciplinary. action). We
were advised not -to continue.

Elusive Caribou hunted to ship to Maine
HOLY ROOD, New foundland (AP)
— Provincial wildlife officials searcfied
the snow-covered, barren hills of the
wilderness by helicopter Wednesday for
moving herds of caribou, as they
prepared to capture 30 of the reindeerlike creatures for shipment to Maine.
A double-decker cattle truck, which
will carry the caribou 1,200 miles, stood
near the staging area where the animals
are to be dropped off and checked for
disease.
Meanwhile. wildlife technicians were
hoping that rainy weltther forecast for
Thursday would not ground the
helicopters that will swoop toward the

fleeing caribou, enabling sharpshooting
biologists to ripe tranquilizer darts from
pistols to immobilize the animal,. •
"They'll be (running) flat out, 35. 40
miles per hour," said Bruce Porter,
who will examine the animals after the
dropolf, a job he has done hundreds of
times before.
Vs liciiife officials in Maine are making !heir second attempt at restoring they
caribou, which was once so abundant
that a northern Maine city was named
for it.
Still plentiful in Canada, where a stag
with majestic antlers adorns the 25-cent

ax,

piece, the caribou has been absent from
Maine for about 80 Years, a vicitim of
over-hunting.
Ray B. Owen Jr.. a professor of
wildlife at the University ot Maine, said
a parasite from deer also played a part
in the caribou's disappearance from
Maine. But officials say that Maine's increasing deer herd does not appear to be
a threat to the caribou.

AIDS victims barred
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) — Children
afflicted with AIDS would be barred
from day-care centers in Maine unless
the state Human Services Department
approves, under new rules that could be
in force by January, officials said
Wednesday.

g
Assistant Deputy Human Services
Commissioner Michael Beachier, who
presided over a sparsely attended hear-

14,

UM PROMENADE

ing on the proposal, said existing daycare rules,do not deal specifically with
AIDS victims.
Of 33 AIDS cases reported in Maine
to date, only. one affected a child, and
day-care was not an issue in that case,
said state Epidemiologist Kathleen Gensheimer. But now that AIDS has also
been reported in a Maine woman, the
odds are greater that children ,will be
born with the disease, she said.
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Another potential,, threat to some
caribou — radioacti‘e'fallout from the
Chernobyl nuclear plant iaster — has
had no apparent effect on the Newfoundland herd, scientists say.
In Labrador and Quebec, scientists
suspect that the deaths of about 30,000
caribou may be related to the nuclear accident. The mainland herd, which supports a commercial harvest, is estimated
to number about 800,000
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Lynn Mingo Redman
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773 StilUmiter Aye_ Bangor
942-2100
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Teacher fired for
showing Carrie

me ideas die hail.
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LILLY, Pa. (AP) — Despite tearful pleas not to do so, school directors in this Cambria County community voted unanimously to fire a
teacher for showing the R-rated horror movie Carrie to his seventhgraders as a reward for good work.
The Penn Cambria School Board
decided Tuesday not to reinstate
Roland Foor, 62, following his
suspension with pay on Nov. 18.
Foor, a second-year teacher in the
district, said he showed the film to the
class this fall to fulfill an agreement
to provide a movie for each 30 days
of perfect attendance, completed
homework assignments and aboveaverage grades.
Foor told the board he fastforwarded the movie past two sexually explicit scenes.
Carrie is about a teen-age girl who
uses psychic powers to wreak revenge
on a group of students who treated
her cruelly.
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Sneezing cured
by anesthetics
BOSTON (AP) — A squirt of
anesthetic can cure continual sneezing, even for a young women who
went "achoo!" 300 times an hour, a
doctor says.
The odd case was recounted by Dr.
James T. Sturm of the Si. PaulRamsey Medical Center in Minnesota
in a letter in Thursday's New England
Journal of Medicine.
A 23-year-old woman went out to
dinner with a group of people. During dessert, a drunk pushed ice cream
covered with chocolate sauce into her
mouth and nose. Unfortunately, the
woman was allergic to chocolate.
Immediately she wiped away the
chocolate, but to no avail. She
couldn't stop sneezing.
By the time doctors saw her, she
had been sneezing 300 times an hour
for two hours. Sturm reasoned that
the sneezing was caused by irritation
of the nasal lining and the transmis-

sion of nervous signals over the
trigeminal nerve to the brain.
His solution: a squirt of cocaine
hydrochloride, a topical anesthetic. It
worked.
"The sneezing began to abate three
minutes after the nasal epithelium
was anesthetized and came to a complete stop five minutes later,"
Sturm wrote. "The patient was
observed for twenty minutes, and no
further sneezing occurred."

Reagan's jacket
found in thrift shop
ANTIOCH, Calif. (AP) — Greg
Wooldridge says he didn't even haggle when he found an old dinner
jacket on sale for $4.70 at a thrift
shop, especially when he found a
label that read: "Mr. Ronald Reagan,
6-21-65, No. 7669."
The label was from Albert
Mariani's in Beverly Hills, which also
made clothes for such people as
Humphrey Bogart and Robert Taylor.
Frank Mariani confirmed from
records Wednesday that the black
jacket was indeed sold to Reagan on
the specified date, probably for $350
to $375.
Mariani said the store usually asks
its clients to remove the label before
giving a garment to charity.
Wooldridge, 25, is offering to sell
the jacket. "Hey, if this was a Bogart
coat, no way would I sell it. But this
is Reagan, so I feel different," he
said.
His ad has drawn little interest so
far. "This may be the worst time since
Reagan's been president to try to sell
this thing," he said.

Cops catch
cookie crook
PARSIPPANY, N.J. (AP) — A
truck driver has been charged with
stealing $50,000 worth of cookies that
were to be shipped by Nabisco Brands
Co. to Arizona in August, officials
said.
A county grand jury indicted John
House, 35, of Marion. Ohio, on Tuesday on one count of theft, said Assis-

tant Morris County Prosecutor
Richard Healey.
Nabisco wanted to sendAke cookies
to Phoenix, Arizona, amend called
Decker Transport Co. Inc. of Riverdale to drive the shipment from New
Jersey on July 21, Healey said.
House was supposed to check in
every day by telephone, but failed to
call after reaching Oklahoma City,
Healey said.
Healey said Nabisco then spent an
additional $55,000 on a new cookie
shipment.
House's tactor trailer was later
found near Amarillo, Texas, with the
cookies still inside. Authorities don't
know why he abandoned the load.

Cartoonists battle
against war toys
ST. LOUIS(AP) — More than 40
of the country's best known editorial
cartoonists, including nine Pulitzer
Prize winners, plan to use their spots
to protest the sale of war toys for
Christmas, says cartoonist Bob
Staake.
"Our cartoons ask America to put
Gumby, not Rambo, under the
Christmas tree," Staake, a St. Louis
free-lancer who is organizing this effort, said Tuesday. "At a time when
we are supposed to be celebrating
peace, it seems insane to turn war into a Christmas present."
War toys account for 35 percent of
all toy sales, Staake said.
"There has to be some
psychological effect. We always talk
about world peace, but we are raising
our kids on war," said Paul Szep, a
Pulitzer winner for the Barton Globe.
The cartoonists have agreed to
draw anti-war-toy cartoons for
editorial pages Dec. 10-24, Staake
said.

Contra account
controlled by CIA
by the Associated Press
A U.S. government source said that
millions of dollars diverted from Iranian arms sales to Nicaraguan Contra rebels went through a Swiss bank
account controlled by the CIA and
also used to handle covert assistance
to the Afghan rebels. Confirming
published reports, the source told The
Associated Press that the use of the
account "will be the subject of the investigation of the special prosecutor"
as well as congressional probes.
The CIA declined comment and
presidential spokesman Larry Speakes
said he had no knowledge of the
reported Swiss account.
At the time of the diversions earlier
this year, the U.S. government and
specifically the CIA were barred from
giving military aid to the Contras.
The use of a CIA account would conflict with Attorney General Edwin
Meese Ill's statement Nov. 25 that the
Swiss account was controlled by the
Contras, an assertion denied by guerrilla leaders.

Former advisor
pleads the Fifth
by the Associated Press
Vice Adm. John Poindexter, President Reagan's former national security adviser, refused to answer questions at a closeed hearing of the
Senate Intelligence Committee. Attorney Richard Heckler said his client,
who had been subpoenaed and spent
just over an hour with the committee, invoked his Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination.

MAINE MASQUE THEATRE PRESENTS
•
ROSEtailf

lakOISMAfti

Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday nights
1610131iliS>

Graduate Student and Faculty
Wine and Cheese
Holiday Social
Friday, December

5,

A.
fd)wi'

Ton, Stoppard's hauntingly hilarious existential comedy about hamlet's
college friends, caught up in a drama they don't understand.

1986

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Main Lounge
Estabrooke Hall
"ItICSOCSINWPIMMIZSIMSWINSSCOMCWIMIAMIMIk

Pavilion Theatre,
Dec. 4 thru 7 at 8:00 p.m.
Matinee Dec. 7 at 2:00 p.m.
Call 581-1755 for tickets.
All tickets $3.00
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Former secretary says U.S. must spend on education
.ICPS) — The United States will
become an "economic colony" of the
rest of the world and commit "national
suicide" unless it starts spending more
on higher education, former U.S.
Secretary of Education Terrel H. Bell
Contends in a new report.
To remedy the situation, Bell wants
the U.S. to revitalize American colleges
on a scale "comparable to the Marshall
Plan," the policy with which the U.S.
helped revitalize Europe after World War
Some campus placement officials,
however, say Bell's goals -- if ever
achieved — would make college degrees
less valuable and probably increase the
nation's unemployment rate.
Bell's goal is to double the number of
college graduates each year, from the
present 19 percent of the population over
the age of 25 to 31 percent, by the year
2001.
The report, called "To Secure The
Blessings Of Liberty" and introduced at
last week's Phoenix convention of the
American ASsociation of State Colleges
and Universities, was the second call to
overhaul American colleges in two
weeks.

FIGHT LUNG
DISEASE WITH
CHRISTMAS
SEALS.

The week before, the Carnegie Foundation unveiled a college reform plan to
change undergrad education radically by
making students take a core curriculum
of certain liberal arts and science
courses, and write senior theses in order
to graduate.
Bell's report was more vague, offering
no proposal other than a plea to spend
a greater percentage of the federal
budget on colleges.
"Out of a federal budget of $950
billion." Bell told College Press Service, "we spend $8.7 billion on student
aid now. It would take an insignificant
percentage increV" to double the
numr
be of colleg ns graduating each
year.
In delivering the paper in Phoenix.
though, Bell roundly criticized the
Reagan administration for effectively
cutting the amount of student aid
available by 23 percent since 1980.
Most of those cuts were made during
Bell's tenure as Secretary of Education
from 1980 to 1984. Since leaving the administration, however. Bell has become
an increasingly vocal critic of its college
policies.

arch of
imes
Preventing
Birth Defects

I

INTERDORMITORY BOARD CHRISTMAS
WINDOW DECORATING CONTEST
Dorm Residents:
Decorate your window for Christmas, and
Win Prizesmii
Judging will be held on December 7, 1986
between 4:00 pm & 6:00 pm.
If you want your window to be judged,
indicate your room number in the lower left
hand corner of your window,
on December 7th!
Good luck and please remember fire
and safety regulations.
For more information call 581-1760

UNIKivdeem"tment

"I am critical of those who would
limit educational opportunities," he
explains.
The former secretary, now an education professor at the University of Utah,
contends "there are hundreds of
thousands of young people in the U.S.
who don't think it's possible to attend
college. Many of those are solid 'B'
students."
Getting them into college wouldn't
just make them more employable, he
says. It would make them better citizens,
parents, consumers and thinkers.
"Life becomes richer and better
through the education you receive. You
learn to appreciate literature and fine
music."
Some of the people who help new
grads get jobs worry that doubling
American college enrollment would
mostly cause unemployment.
"It's a worthy goal," says Victor
Lindquist, placement director for Northwestern University in Illinois,"but
might not resources be better addressed
to the secondary or community college
level?"
"We do not need to increase the
number of students attending col-

lege," Lindquist says. "We need to increase our resources: work study (funds),
student loans and the availability of internships."
If number of grads doubled,
moreover, collegians might have to settle for blue collar jobs, agrees Michigan
State Placement Director John
Shingleton.
"Engineering majors would have to go
into technician roles," he says.
"And, assuming that standards (for
employment) stay the same, salaries
would plummet."
Adds Rhea Nagle of the College
Placement Council in B.ethelehem, Pa.,
"There are just
number of jobs out
there for a person with a college degree.
However,some jobs that (traditionally)
have been set aside for a person with a
college degree have now been scaled
down for people with only two-year
degrees."
When told of the placement officials'
predictions, Bell contended "the more
college-degreed people we have driving
cabs, the better off we'll be" as a nation.
Northwestern's Lindquist, though,
says he'd "be happy if the cabbies in
Chicago could speak English."

Soot has far-reaching effects
WASHINGTON (AP) — A warm
blanket of soot may be raising
temperatures around the North Pole by
absorbing newly arriving sunlight as well
as light reflected from the icecap below,
scientists
reported
government
Wednesday.
"One pollution plume we encountered
on a flight over the icecap off Barrow,
Alaska, last March was the equivalent of
five of six large power plants putting all
their effluents in a single plume," said
Dr. Russell Schnell of the National
Atmospheric
Oceanic
and
Administration.
The pollution "was about 100 miles
wide and 1,000 feet deep, and when we
first flew into it we thought we had flown
into the plume of a volcanic eruption.
We didn't believe the instruments on the
aircraft," Schnell said in a statement.
The NOAA report was based on a
five-nation study of the haze that has

been observed over the Arctic region in
the last three decades.
This haze layer has been reported as
much as 18,000 feet thick and scientists
have expressed concern about its warming the Arctic climate, although they remain unsure of the exact effects as yet.
There have been reports of a reduction
in the amount of pack ice in the Arctic
in recent years, although direct evidence
has not yet tied this to the pollution
layer.
The average surface temperature of
the Earth has risen slightly in recent
years, probably a result of the so-called
greenhouse effect in which the increasingly polluted atmosphere traps more
heat from the sunlight.
The Arctic pollution probably moves
north from industrial and chemical complexes in eastern Europe and Asia,
NOAA said. Examinations of air flow
and a chemical analysis of the pollution
indicate that some of the soot traveled
as much as 4,000 miles. Schnell reported.
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SENIOR BASH
at the Damn Yankee
9:00 - 1:00 am
Thursday, December 11
Featuring

The Inspectors
$2 cover, positive I.D. required
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Wilander beats Leconte in Masters tennis
by the Associated Press
Sweden's Mats Wilander, dominating
the baseline, overpowered Henri Leconte
6-1, 7-5 Wednesday night in the opening
match of the prestigious $500,000
Masters tennis tournament at Madison
Square Garden.
Later Wednesday, Wimbledon champion Boris Becker of West Germany
played Sweden's Joakim Nystrom and
Stefan Edberg of Sweden took on
Ecuador's Andres Gomez.
Thursday night's schedule in this
round-robin portion of this seasonending tournament pits Edberg against
Yannick Noah ot France, top-seeded
!sari Lendl of Czechoslovakia against
Edberg, and Wilander against Nystrom.

Wilander was extremely accurate with
his baseline games, his heavy topspin
shots landing deep on Lecontes side of
the net. And when he did make his infrequent charges to the net, the world's
third-ranked player hit forceful, winning
volleys.
Leconte, on the other hand, made it
easy for his Swedish opponent. The lefthanded Frenchman consistently netted
his slice backhands. And he charged the
net behind the wrong approach shots.
finding himself passed repeatedly.

FIGHT
CANCER.
EAT
YOUR
VEGETABLES.
There's strong evidence your greengrocer
has access to cancer
protection you won't find
in any doctor's office.
Like broccoli, peaches.
spinach, tomatoes,citrus
fruits and various other
types of fruits and vegetables. They may help
reduce the risk of some
forms of cancer.
Write for more information.
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LOST: A silver sterling opal ring on a
yellow gold 18 inch chain. If found
please contact Lori Nelson at 315
Chadbourne Hall, 581-4317 or
581-4636. Both of these items are of
great sentimental vafue to me.
HELP WANTED: Student Legal Services seeks 3 pt. paralegals (15
hrs./wk.). Must be student. 1 yr. commitment. Deadline is noon, Dec. S.
Applications at SLS, Memorial Union.
1DUR UPS PKGES SHIPPED direct
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If you have friends and loved ones
who smoke, the perfect stocking
stuffers this year are the American
Lung Association's self-help "Freedom From Smoking*" manuals
available from your local American
Lung Association —the Christmas
Seal people. They're just the ticket
to turn dirty lungs into clean,
healthy lungs. Ever% Mr. Snowman
who appears on this year's Seal
agrees His Christmas message to
young and old is: "Don't forget to
support the Christmas Seal Campaign ofthe American Lung Association. And take care of your lungs.
They're only human."

Classifieds
Wanted desperately black male gospel
singer to sing Andre Crouch songs in
Christian rock musical, "The Champion". Please contam Sherri Knapp at
1-667-8570.

uired

,,

SCORE HIGH!

,
_

1

four-man groups will advance to Sunday's semifinals. The final will be held
Monday night.
Each player received $10,000 for qualifying for the Masters, and another
$20,000 is given for each round-robin
match victory. The winning semifinalists
receive 40,000 each and the eventual
champion will earn an additional
$100,000.

GRE•GMAT.LSATACAT•DAT

Wilander ripped through the first four
games of the match before Leconte finally held.

,
amap
AMER/CAN
. SOCIETY

Fl

Then, after the two battled evenly
through the second set, Wilander broke
Leconte at 30 in the 12th game.
Leconte finished with four aces to just
two for Wilander. But the Frenchman
committed 33 unforced errors, mostly on
the backhand, while Wilander had just
12 unforced errors in 1 1/2-hour match.
Under the new Masters format, the
top two players from each of the two

from Orono. Actual charges plus $2
handling Call 866-4867 for rates.
Roommate wanted to share a nice 2
bedroom apt. in Orono. $175 a month
plus heat. Available Dec. 20th for
Spring Semester. Call 866-3733.
Help Wanted, Many Positions. Care
for chilaren in one of several east or
west coast locations. Room. board
$120 - 200 per week. Attend school
evenings. 1 yr. commitment. Nonsmokers preferred. Call for interview.
La Petite Mere, 1-800-621-1985.
Classifieds are 50 per line per
Classifieds are published on luesday,
and lhursda,s. Classifieds must be
submitted tuo dicis prior to desired
publication date.
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Come in this week a
contest.
1st prize - LP or ca
new live 1975-1985
2nd prize - a 4'x5' poste
3rd prize - a $5.00 gift ce
purchase.
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r "Win The Boss"
Bruce Springsteen's

ficate

good-toward any

Dr Records Win the Datis
Name
Address
Phone no.
I prefer LP

s

We'll drv the winners at noon on Sat., t

.!-Dr.Records WILFixit
20 M aloft
Orono - 866-7874

6th
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WE HAVE
ONLY
GOOD
TIONGS
TO SAY
ABOUT
CANCER
OF THE
COLON.

If detected early, the cure rate
for colorectal cancer is very high.
It can be as high as 75",
13ecause we now know how to
defect it early. And we know how
to fight it once we detect it.
There are three simple
checkup guilkoffnes for men and
women without symptoms.
One,get a digital exam every
year. This is recommended for
everyone over 40.
Two.get a stool blood test
every year if you are over 50.
Three,alter two initial negative tests one year apart. get a
procto exam every three to five
years if you are over 50.
These guidelines are the best
protection against colorectal
cancer you can have.
If you're not over 50, please
give this information to friends
and loved ones who are.
In any case. please help spread
the word.
Good news doesn't always
travel fast.
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„APAERICAN
CANCER
SOOLiTt'•

Get a checkup. Life is worth it.

Celtics end winning streak
by the Associated Press
The Celtics spared Boston by ending
their 48-game home winning streak in
Hartford, Conn, their home away from
home.
"It's too bad," the Celtics Kevin
McHale said Tuesday night after the
team's 117-109 loss to the A'ashington
Bullets before more then 15,000 stunned observers at the Hartford Civic
Center. "But if it's going to end, it might
as well be in Hartford."
The streak also began in the civic
center, 110 miles from the Boston
Garden, its old parquet floor and all of
thoii% championship banners. The
Celtics play three regular-season games
in Hartford each year.
The Celtics had not lost a home game
since Dec. 6, 1985, when they were
beaten by the Portland Trail Blazers at
the Boston Garden.
The winning streak started four days
later when they defeated the Atlanta
Haw ks in Hartford.

woo
S'''e How can you
save 33% on your
next train ticket?

The Celtics last season broke the
previous record for consecutive home
victories, 36 games, set by the
Philadelphia 76ers in 1966 and '67.
"This ended our streak even though
we weren't at the Garden. We were the
team in white, so it was a home game for
us," Celtics coach K.C. Jones said.
Jones had never lost a game in Hartford as head coach.
"I used to say 1 didn't like streaks, but
now I realize that 1 do like them," he
said. "They don't start talking about
them until they reach about 10 games,
and they're only broken by one loss."
Said Moses Malone of the Bullets, "It
isn't the Boston Garden, but we beat
them."
Trailing 86-81 going into the fourth
quarter. Washington brought Darwin
Cook off the bench to ignite a 12-point
run and help turn the game around. Jeff
Malone scored 36 points, including 30
in the first three quarters, for the Bullets.
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Prints
and Slides
from the
same roll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted
Kodak's professional Motion
Picture film for use in your 35mm
camera. Now you can use the same
film—with the same microfine
grain and nch color saturation —
Hollywood's top studios demand.
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect
for everyday shots You can capture
special effects, too. Shoot it in
bright or low light —at up to 1200
ASA. What's more, it's economical.
And remember. Seattle FilmWorks
lets you choose prints or slides, or
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
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MEE Introductory Offer
0 RUSH rne two 20.expoiatre rolls
Kodelt MP film for my 35nent mama.
I'd like a 2-roll starter pack adrift
Eastman 5247 and 52941 Endow!
a $2 For pomp and handing
10096 Satisfaction Guaranteed
NAME
ADDIkESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks 2169
500 3rd Ave. W.
P.O. Box 34056
Seattle, WA 98124
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Pretend your father
owns the company.
Answer a
skill-testing question.
Show your
student card.

The train's definitely the smart way to travel. Even smarter
these days with VIA's student fares. Just show us your student card
and you're on your way, 1/3 richer. Have a relaxing ride.
Meet some new friends. And let the good trains roll!
For more information and reservations, call your Travel Agent
or VIA Rail. VIA's student fares are available to full time, post-secondary
students. Some conditions apply regarding dates of travel.
Ask for details
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